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A Major Source for this Workshop

Wendy Belcher. (2009) Writing your Journal Article in 12 
Weeks. Thousands Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications.

Website, which includes workshop forms:
http://www.wendybelcher.com/writing-advice/writing-your-
journal-article-in-twelve/

http://www.wendybelcher.com/writing-advice/writing-your-journal-article-in-twelve/


Journal Article as a Genre

• Read all the articles you’re reading not just for content, 
but for form as well—structure, linguistic features, style

• A published article is the end product of a long, complex, 
socially-situated process that involves all of the input and 
feedback you receive before you submit to a journal and 
all the communication with journal editors that happens 
around the submission and revision. 

• Many of these aspects are “occluded,” i.e., not part of the 
publication record, and can only be done appropriately 
with insider knowledge of the process



Stages of the Process

1. Having a paper worth submitting
2. Finding a Journal
3. Revising for the chosen journal
4. Submitting an article
5. Revising based on reviewer comments
6. Responding to reviewer comments



Having a Paper Worth 
Submitting – Where to Start

• Course Paper

• Conference Presentation

• MA Thesis

• Dissertation Chapter



How to Find a Journal

• Recommendations from faculty 
and colleagues

• CVs of professors in your field –
where are they publishing?

Check contributor pages 
for the past 3 years to see 
if these scholars are the 
critical community you 
want to be a part of. This 
will also give you a sense 
of their career stage as 
well as which disciplines 
and fields tend to be 
represented.

• Articles you cite
• Browse the library
• Browse online

Note: keep an eye out for Special Issues 
related to you work. They have less 
article submissions, plus you’ll be in 
contact with other scholars in your field



Types of Journals

• Disciplinary Journals (highest ranked)
• Field or Sub-Field Journals
• Regional Journals 
• Interdisciplinary Journals
• Online vs. Print

Avoid non peer-reviewed journals



MLA Directory of Periodicals



Journal Information Continued



Journal Information Continued



Journal Information Continued



Go to Journal Websites

• About this journal
• Types of articles
• Instructions for authors
• What to put in a cover letter



Journal Websites Continued



Revising for the Selected Journal

• Find and study a model paper
• Similar primary sources
• Similar analytical approach
• Similar in other important ways

• Backwards outline the model paper
• Look at structure, headings
• Mark signal phrases, signposts 
• Trace how the argument develops



Argument and Structure
• Single, simple argument
• Sample Structure:

• Introduction (5-6 pages)
• How the work is usually interpreted (lit 

review), how my interpretation departs 
from and contributes to these 
arguments, context (literary, historical), 
roadmap

• Section 1 (10 pages) – analysis of work 1
• Section 2 (10 pages) – analysis of work 2
• Conclusion (4-5 pages)

• Broader critical significance of argument



Genre Differences
• Argument: singular, focused, thoroughly 

developed and followed through to the end.
• Introduction and Positioning in Field:

• Position your work and contribution 
conceptually at first, without too much 
citation of other literature

• Map the most relevant and most current 
literature relevant to the topic, again 
using only strategic citation

• Point out gap(s) in scholarship that you 
are filling and its(their) importance

• Maintain a strong scholarly voice where 
you use others to delineate your position



Tips for Revising 

• Expanding text (from course paper or 
conference presentation)

• You will look for ways to deepen and 
address your topic more thoroughly

• Narrowing text (from master’s thesis or 
dissertation chapter)

• Decide what focus is most important or 
interesting for you and your field

• Reverse outline the existing piece
• Point out gap(s) in scholarship that you 

are filling and its(their) importance
• Maintain a strong scholarly voice where 

you use others to delineate your position



Style
• Look at models for target journal
• Consider sub-headings
• Use clear, direct language
• Sign-posting phrases (In this section, I ...)
• Strong transitions
• Aim for skimmability
• Be concise
• Support claims and explain evidence with 

best examples, but not extra examples
• Avoid jargon (think about journal audience)
• Use active voice & meaningful verbs



Steps of the Process & Who is Involved

• You submit an article (need cover letter)
• Article goes to editor
• Then, if the editor decides to send it on,

the article is then sent to 2-4 peer 
reviewers

• You wait for a response from the editor
• Reviewers submit their reviews
• Editor examines the reviews, then makes

a decision



Letter of Inquiry/Query Letter

• Mention any personal connections you have
• Why the editor and journal readers would be

interested in your article/significance
• Demonstrate knowledge of the journal
• Title of article and abstract
• Length (pages, word count)
• State that it hasn’t been published before and it’s

not currently under review somewhere else
• Grants or awards you have received for this 

research



Other Pre-submission 
Correspondence with Editors

• Number of Submissions
• Turnaround Time
• Backlog
• Interest
• Feedback



Cover Letter Guidelines

In addition to using letterhead, naming the 
editor, providing the title and abstract, 
include:
• The contribution to the field
• Describe the appeal to readers
• Mention the journal
• Mention any permissions
• Note sources of funding
• Omit status*



Submission Ethics

• Can’t claim credit for the same work twice:
• Don’t submit to multiple journals at once
• Don’t republish analysis
• Don’t republish text



Types of Decisions

• Acceptance:
• Pure acceptance (rare)
• Revise minor problems and resubmit
• Revise major problems and resubmit

• Rejection:
• Rejected but will entertain a resubmit
• Rejected and dismissed
• Rejected by editor



Why do Editors Reject?
• Too narrow/broad, off topic

Journal-specific

• Not scholarly (e.g., poor documentation, tone of 
course paper, not argumentative)

• Not original, not significant
Author-specific

• Theoretically or methodologically flawed
Reviewer, Journal, or Author-specific



How to Respond to “Revise & Resubmit”
1. Often, editors will divide their concerns into 

“major” and “minor” issues
2. Take note of this and also note similarities 

among reviewers
3. Respond to EVERYTHING
4. Make changes (include page numbers or 

paste new text into the response letter)
5. Get feedback from advisors, friends, and/or 

colleagues and revise again
6. Write cover letter to editor



After listing all 
suggestions from each 
reviewer, organize them in 
order of priority 

Keep track of your changes 
so you can use them in your 
cover letter detailing your 
revisions



How to Respond in Your Cover Letter

Dear EDITOR,

Thank you very much for sending along the reader reports and for the 
invitation to revise and resubmit my article, “Guerilla Conversions in 
Jessica Hagedorn and José Rizal: The Queer Future of National 
Romance.” I very much appreciated the readers’ detailed and thoughtful 
comments and your suggestions regarding key issues on which to focus.

Article title re-stated; if you’ve 
been given a Manuscript ID, 
include that too

Comment how helpful the reviews were

Based on the reader reports, I identified four central concerns: 1) a 
closer engagement with debates within Asian-American and Filipino-
American Studies; 2) an engagement with the work already done on 
Rizal and homosociality; 3) a clear understanding of how I am using the 
word "queer" and 4) a clear definition of the guerrilla conversion 
narrative early on. Summary of main revisions to 

indicate significant revision



Steps of the Process & Who’s Involved

• After submitting, you wait while either:
• The editor sends your paper out for 

another round or review (often to at 
least one of the original reviewers)

• OR editor makes a decision on their 
own

• Once accepted, then you will follow 
author instructions for: formatting, style, 
permissions, copyediting, proofs, etc.



Establish Yourself as a Researcher

• Upload papers on academia.edu or your 
personal website (if copyright permits)

• Maintain an academia.edu account or a 
website so you can continue to craft your 
identity as a scholar

• Keep your CV updated – for junior 
scholars, articles “under review” are still 
helpful to list



A Few General Tips

• Special issues
• Use of “I”
• Word limits

• Graduate Writing Center
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/

https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/


WORKSHOP CREDITS
This workshop has been developed and revised over the 
years multiple writing consultants. The humanities version 
of this workshop has most recently been developed by 
Renee Hudson, Marilyn Gray, and Eric Newman, with input 
from Professors Sara Melzer and Saloni Mathur
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